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The period before and after Christmas found the members of the East Asian Vicariate very busy
with projects, ministries, and holiday celebrations. As soon as Advent began, we sponsored the 8th
annual Puso sa Puso Christmas party for nearly one thousand needy children in Manila. The next week
we welcomed two members of the Generalate, Fr. Milton and Fr. Augustin who were joining us for our
Vicariate Chapter. Delegates gathered in New Manila to discuss a wide variety of issues facing our
growing vicariate. During the chapter Fr. Milton bestowed the minor orders of lector and acolyte upon
several of our clerics.
The holidays brought a welcome break from classes for our English students, philosophers, and
theologians along with the five clerics involved in the newest program of formation, the regency year.
This had them spending every week in our Puso sa Puso Education program in two poor areas in Manila.
With the New Year the candidates in the English language program began in earnest the rehearsals
for this year's play, "Pinocchio." We're working on how to make his nose grow when he tells a fib. The
beginning of the "Year of Mercy" overlapped the closing of the year of the "Consecrated Life," both
declared by Pope Francis. Our Loyola Heights students joined a special choir for the ceremonies at the
Cubao Cathedral. And we are all ready for our Lenten observances with Ash Wednesday coming rather
early this year. Fr. Gregory Coulthard, SDS.

FAITH FESTIVAL 2016
One of the biggest projects of the Father Jordan Youth is the Faith Festival. It is a series of
activities organized to deepen one’s faith through integration of catechism and bible classes, lectures,
praise and worship, group sharing and fun activities.
This year, a three-day Faith Festival activity was held at the Fr. Jordan Formation House, Talon,
Amadeo, Cavite from October 23 to 25, 2015. Participants consisted of the FJY and FJC of Talon and
Maymangga, Altar Servers, and few other guests coming from a Youth group of the Ternate Parish.
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On October 23, 2015, at 3:00pm, Fr.
Hermann Preussner, SDS, led the formal
opening of the event with all of at least 80
participants

followed

by

the

general

orientation of the program. It was then
followed by the catechism classes by Br.
Francisco and Br. Briaflo. The group was
divided by two - youth and children, with
topics ‘General Bible Information’ and
‘Important Bible Stories and Parables’,
given

to

youth

and

children

group,

respectively. A very solemn and prayerful adoration was also attended by the participants with the rest of
the community before dinner.
As they carried on with the event, one of the invited guest speakers, teacher Nica lectured about
team building in the morning of the second day. Everyone was very attentive during her talk and the fun
activities she prepared. Among other activities lined up for the day and were actively attended by the
participants were the CateQuiz - a follow-up
activity after the class which conducted on the
first day; “Discovering Mission through Knowing
Your Purpose in Life (through the inspiration of
the Life of Fr. Francis Jordan)”, an inspirational
talk by Cl. Paul Vincent Galgo, SDS; a fun and
interesting lecture on Personality Development
prepared by another resource speaker, Ms.
Barbara Diokno; and a lecture about “Veneration
of Saints” by Novice Michael dela Cerna, which
gave the participants a deeper understanding on its
importance as faithful Catholics. Led by Br. Francisco, his music team, and with the special participation
of the two novices, Br. Mike and Br. Philipp, an amazing praise and worship activity were held inside the
chapel of the formation house at 9:30 in the evening. Fun games and activities were also prepared just
before the lighting of the bonfire. The entire day was really full but also productive and memorable for all
the participants. A chill-out night activity by the bonfire marked the closing of the day for all.
The third and final day started with a zumba dance as a morning exercise for all participants.
During breakfast, some special awards were given to the participants. The month of October is the rosary
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month so one of the lined-up activities with this year’s
festival is the praying of the rosary. The youth gathered in the
chapel after distribution of awards for the special living
rosary. It was followed by the Holy Mass presided by Fr
Hubert Kranz, SDS, who were very happy for the efforts of
all participants and making the event a success. The Mass
served as the concluding ceremony of this year’s faith
festival. Everyone was surely feeling sleepy and exhausted.
Fortunately, nothing bad happened during the entire program
and it all went well until everyone got back to their own
houses.
It’s the third time for the FJY to hold the same
activity, after two successful events held last year. The fact that each one always made time to attend is a
blessing and knowing one has earned new experiences and learned new things from the activity is already
a lot to be thankful for. To God be all the glory!

PUSO SA PUSO CHARITY CHRISTMAS PARTY

The Puso sa Puso Charity Christmas Party held last December 5, 2016 was a truly memorable
event for the scholars of Manuel Roxas High School and the underprivileged children living under
Tobias-Hemady Bridge. The organizers for this annual event spearheaded by Father Artur Chrzanowski
SDS started with a meeting with Project Leader Sister Frances Mangabat SDS and event planner Teacher
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Reena Barretto.
The first challenge was to look for a good venue that was accessible and safe for children. We
make sure that we
choose

different

areas yearly so that
we can reach out to
kids from various
depressed areas all
over Metro Manila.
After
looking at several
venues, we found
Manuel Roxas High
School a public secondary school located at Scout Reyes Street, Barangay Paligsahan, Quezon City. It’s a
good thing that when we spoke to the principal, he was very open to the idea of having the party there.
The next task was to gather 1000 children for the event. We got in touch with barangay kagawad,
Mrs. Teresita C. Galapon also the chairperson for Senior Citizens and persons with disability in Barangay
Roxas. We coordinated with the school’s outreach program as well that assists children who are scholars
of the high school. We were lucky enough that we were able to tap people who were directly fostering
800 families who were living under the Tobias-Hemady Bridge.
What’s it like living under a bridge? This question became the driving force for us to make the
Charity Christmas Party an extra special one.
It was the day
of the party. The
decorations donated
by Tony and Rose Uy
of

Wellworth

Balloons and Party
needs were all set-up.
Thanks to the help of
the Society of the
Divine Savior Loyola
aspirants under the
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supervision of Jose Alvin “Jao” Cunanan who spruced up the place and gave it a fun party feel. Thanks
also to Congresswoman Nanette Daza for lending us her large tent to protect the kids from heat and rain
during the event.
The show started with a parade of dancing clowns followed by a dance number from Mcdonald’s
lovable purple mascot Grimace. All the kids stood up in excitement just to dance with him. Brother

Stephen Lyerio of the MCSPA (Mary Missionary Community of Saint Paul the Apostle and Mary Mother
of the Church) did the opening prayer while Sister Frances Mangabat SDS did the opening remarks. Mr.
Byron Barunuevo and Ms. Andy Fojas were the emcees of the show.
A song and dance number of the ALS students from Payatas and Parola fired-up the stage as they
show cased their dance moves. Furthermore, World-class entertainer Mr. Abraham Velasco of the Golden
Show demonstrated his mastery in acrobatics and juggling which kept everyone at the edge of their seats
back to back with the multi-talented illusionist and ventriloquist Mr. Wanlu. Almost all the kids screamed
in suspense and excitement. It was truly a precious moment not only for the young ones but for the young
at heart.
Awesome raffle prizes were also given away in between the presentations. Generous family and
friends of Teacher Reena like Mr. Jaime and Therese Faustino, Ms. Karen P. Rodas of Martinishopwerks,
Mrs. Martha Barretto of Out of Asia, The Bead Shop, Ms. Belinda Dy of Animal land, Mrs. Annabelle
Mar of M.Y. San and Monde, Ms. Arlene Padua of Post 10 Worldwide Inc. and Mrs. Norkie Liao Go of
Mcdonald’s gave such wonderful prizes like sacks of rice, Noche Buena packs, coil holders, rosaries,
backpacks, stuffed toys, Christmas pillows, picnic kits, Christmas trees ornaments, etc.
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The show went on with several song numbers from an 8 year old child wonder from the Center for
Pop Music. Additionally, Ronald Mcdonald performed next in a storytelling stint. Everyone loved the
hip hop dance number of Letran Squires Uknighted headed by Coach Pao Nuguid and later on joined by
the SDS Loyola aspirants on center stage to show-off dancing skills.
The party won’t be complete without a magic and illusion show by Master Allan Soriano. Lastly,
the number that everyone was waiting for the Zumba party from the SDS Loyola aspirants lead by Zin
Nica Gregorio.
It was a truly a perfect day at Manuel Roxas High School last December 5, 2015. The children
were entertained, the volunteers did a good job caring for the kids, the food was delightful, and each child
went home smiling carrying big bags of food and gifts. Mission accomplished!

MEDICAL MISSION IN TALON

The joy of
Christmas

lies

primarily in the art
of

giving

having

and

grandeur

decorations placed
in the house is an
external factor of
celebrating
Christmas.
Nevertheless,
lies

it

through

extending our generosity and blessings to our less fortunate and unprivileged brothers and sisters. It is the
joy brought about by the Child Jesus to each and every one of us.
Last December 12, 2015, this joy was manifested by the PACUCOA through a free medical
assistance program held in the Salvatorian community. The program started at exactly 9:00 o’clock in the
morning. It was opened by a prayer and followed by some energizers facilitated by our Brothers of the
said community. Of course, the guest as well gave their heartwarming presentation. They had a free dental
checkup and treatment, groceries for Christmas, and a free consultation with an Optomologist. Those who
needed eyeglasses were given them for free. This activity was possible through the hard work of many
people namely: Dra. Maria Jona Godoy of St. Anne College for the dental assistance, Centro Escolar
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University

for

an

optical assistance and,
Dr. Castigador who was
the organizer of such
event. Seeing the smile
of our brothers and
sisters

in

Talon

for

having such a privilege
overwhelmed the heart
of

those

participated

who
in

the

event.
This PACUCOA is a private organization run by medical practitioners currently situated in
Manila. They are doing it annually for only one reason to give back the blessings bestowed upon them by
the Lord. It is clear that the endeavor of the said organization is for nothing else, but to help the less
fortunate. Dr. Adlai Castigador said of PACUCOA, “Dahil po nakatanggap ng maraming biyaya ang
PACUCOA sa Panginoon. Ito po ang tanging daan para maipamahagi namin ang mga biyayang ito at
makatulong sa iba” (Because we have received so much from the Lord. This is our way to give it back to
Him, to help others). This is the real essence of Christmas. It is by giving oneself and becoming a blessing
to others. Sending people to share joy and happiness to others by helping and giving as means of
becoming a blessing. The program ended with prayer led by Fr. Adam Janus, SDS.
THE 3RD CHAPTER OF THE EAMV

The 3rd Chapter of our East Asian Mission Vicariate took place on December, 14-17, 2015 in New
Manila. A chapter is always the most important event of a unit, which was also underlined by the presence
of our Superior General, Fr. Milton Zonta, SDS, and the mission secretary, Fr. Agustin Van Baelen, SDS.
One of the characteristics of this chapter was the fact that we had more delegates from Asia than ever
before. Until now almost automatically every finally professed member became a member of the chapter,
because we were always very few. This time we had a real choice who should be discussing and voting on
our behalf, which is a sign of growth of our young unit.
We had to update and decide about the text of very important documents, which are:
-

The statutes of our EAMV
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-

The formation program of our EAMV

-

The Child Protection Policy of our EAMV.

As of now, all these documents are in Rome for approval.
A number of smaller matters had to be discussed regarding our formation system and our future in East
Asia, which most probably will be felt in our daily lives little by little.
May all our talks and decisions of this recent chapter turn into blessing for a prosperous future of our unit
and help us for an apostolic life according to the holy will of our Savior and the spirit of our founder, Fr.
Francis Jordan.

INSTITUTION OF NEW ACOLYTES AND LECTORS

What makes this day so special is that, the installations of the ministries of Lectors and Acolytes
are given to some temporary professed members of the society. The installations on both ministries
started at 5:30 pm, on Dec. 16, 2015, incorporated in the Eucharistic Celebration. The Eucharistic
Celebration was presided by Fr. Agustin Van Baelen, SDS, the General Mission Secretary, and
concelebrated by some Salvatorian priests, (Fr. Hubert Kranz, SDS, Fr. Zhou Fei, SDS, Fr. Gregory
Coulthard, SDS, Fr. Wilson Catabay, SDS, Fr. Vinoy Joseph, SDS, Fr. Adam Janus, SDS and Fr. Milton
Zonta, SDS, the General Superior), those participants of the East Asian Mission Vicariate Chapter, and
Fr. Simon Jia Zhilu was also present. The said celebration was also assisted by Rev. Dominic Dung, SDS,
held in New Manila Community, Quezon City.
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During the homily of the main celebrant; Fr. Agustin, SDS was reminding the brothers that “every
ministry is a commitment”. The society is called to present the Savior of the world to the people of God.
He, then, told the gathered community especially to those who are going to be installed to be committed
to their ministry. For it is also in these ministries that the brothers be able to exercise the mission of the
society to present Christ to the people of God. As he was giving emphasis to each ministry; for instance,
in the ministry of Lectors, he told them that reading the Word of God is an honor and a blessing, that is
why, every Lector has to read the Word of God with faithfulness and commitment, so that the Word of
Salvation will be communicated properly to the hearers, and thus, Christ will be presented to the faithful
people. For the ministry of Acolytes, he expressed his thoughts by simply saying that, those who are
going to be in this ministry is also an honor and a blessing, for they are preparing the necessary things for
the celebration of the Eucharist in order again to present Christ to the gathered community. Hence,
commitment and faithfulness are the essential elements for these ministries, as Christ is always committed
and

faithful

to

the

mission given by His
Father, and therefore,
we are called likewise.
And at the end of his
homily, he shared also
his joys and happiness
with the brothers, for
the General Superior is
present

for

installations

on

their
both

ministries.
After the homily, the Rite of Institution of Lectors and Acolytes was carried out. It was started by
“Calling the Names of the Candidates” for each ministry by the Rector of the House Fr. Vinoy Joseph,
SDS. The installation of the Lectors was done first, and followed by the Acolytes’. The brothers who
were installed for the ministry of Lectors are: Cl. Paul Duong, Cl. Paul Tin, Cl. Dominic Linh, Cl.
Dominic Khanh, Cl. Joseph Cuu, Cl. Andrew Thai, Cl. Adrew Ren, Cl. Jenno Dolor, Cl. James Jimenes,
and Cl. Joselito Fernandez. For the ministry of Acolytes: Cl. Florencio Ompad Jr, Cl. Joseph Chinh, and
Cl. Paul Ngoc. However, there are also brothers who received both ministries, namely: Cl. Peter Thien,
Cl. Peter Hoang, and Cl. Paul Vincent Galgo. Afterwards, the Mass continued as usual.
Before the final blessings, the Superior General left a message to the newly installed ministers to
continue serving the Lord especially through the ministries being installed and reminded them about the
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“Year of Mercy”, and thus in lieu with this, he gave a key chain from Rome as a gift to each member of
the community.

After that significant celebration, a simple but meaningful and remarkable dinner was set on the
table prepared by the assigned cooks.
The evening did not end up by that meaningful dinner, for another special event of this month was
set on that day and that was the Community’s Christmas Party. An early Christmas Party of the
community was decided by the rector of the house in order to grab the opportunity of the presence of the
participants of the Chapter. The party was composed of contests namely; the Cultural Dance and
Christmas Carol Remix Contests, and with various individual and group dynamics. In fact, the brothers
had invited Fr. Milton, SDS, Fr. Agustin, SDS and Fr. Adam, SDS to be the judges of the said contests.
The program lasted for two hours. The program had finished by singing some Christmas songs and
finally, by the blessings of the General Superior but he thanked first the community for that wonderful
experience of being together as one family. The community had thanked too the participants of the
Chapter especially the General Superior for their presence and active participation in the party.
Consequently, how wonderful it is when the community celebrates together with joys and happiness
while the aura of unity is deeply felt. Surely, Jesus is present in their midst.
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CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS

Have you ever heard any country in the world that celebrates Christmas for four months? You may
laugh at it, but there is one, the Philippines. The month of September marked the much awaited holiday
everyone is waiting. It marked the long celebration of Christmas. You would see houses with Christmas
lights, children singing Christmas carols on the streets. Christmas is different here in this country.
Although it is considered to be a third world country, nevertheless it has its pride to celebrate and smile to
the poverty behind everything. It doesn’t deter the spirit of joy that is brought upon by the presence of the
adorable Jesus in the manger.

CHRISTMAS PARTY FJC-TALON

It has been my third year being one of the facilitators of the FJC Talon. We have celebrated two
Christmas parties together. However, this year I would say it was quite a different one. It’s because we
have celebrated Christmas party together with the FJC Maymangga and the Altar servers. It never
happened before. This I think becomes a step towards unity in the different areas of leadership of the said
groups.

Last 20th of December was the fulfillment of the much awaited event of the Father Jordan
Children. It was the day of our Christmas party with all the hard-work of the different people involved.
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The party was well planned for the FJC members. The program was opened by a prayer to remind
ourselves that Christmas is the manifestation of the love of God to us. He sent His only Son for us as the
experience of his love.
On the one hand, the party wouldn’t be lively if there were no games being initiated. So the
facilitators conducted different kind of games that all the children participated. There were presentations
as well coming from the different groups to show case their hidden talents. On the other hand, Christmas
is all about giving. Since we have received so much from the Lord we were also called to share what we
received in various ways. We thanked God for sending instruments to us for sharing their generosity, our
beloved benefactors, who tirelessly and unceasingly extending their blessings. We also thanked Fr. Adam
and Fr. Hermann for their continuous support for the children. To the facilitators of the different groups
who worked hard preparing such event. It served as a realization for us that sacrificing and giving
ourselves to become a blessing for others were the very essence of Christmas.
We concluded the program by distributing gifts to the participants. None of them went home with
nothing. I could only see the beautiful smile of the children that also spoke to me about my childhood. I
could feel their joy deep inside of them. I may never fully fathom what is that enigmatic joy all about.
Nevertheless, I could only think of one. It was the reality of joy brought about by our Lord to each and
everyone of us. Not a superficial joy, but rather a genuine joy.

OUTREACH PROGRAM
“The hungry nations
of the whole world cry
out to the peoples
blessed with
abundance. And the
Church,
cuts to the quick by
this cry,
asks each and every
man to hear his
brother’s plea
and answer it
lovingly.” Paul VI
“Populorum
Progressio”

God has entrusted to us a rich earth that could offer all men sufficient food and living space. Yet
there are whole regions, countries, and continents in which many people have scarcely the bare
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necessities for living. There are complex historical causes for this division in the world, but it is not
irreformable. The rich countries have the moral obligation to help the underdeveloped nations out of
poverty through developmental aid and the establishment of just economic and commercial conditions.
Love for the poor must be in every age the distinguishing mark of Christians. The poor deserve not just
few alms; they have a claim to justice. For Christians there is a special obligation to share their goods and
the example in love for the poor is Christ.
The Salvatorian Fathers and Brothers have received some blessings from the merciful Father and
yet they decided to share these blessings to those who are in need. On December 22, 2015, Fr. Adam
Janus SDS, the Superior of the East Asian Mission Vicariate, asked some of the brothers to go for
shopping and buy things that would be needed during the event. Few brothers together with some
members of Father Jordan Youth went to the willage and informed people about planned activities.
In the Village of Minantok East, located in Amadeo parish, there is one, particular place along the
river, where some families setteld down there. Fifteen houses with twenty-two families live there. Most of
them do not have stable income due to the lack of work. They have very hard time to suport their
children and provide basic education for them. Children’s education is very important because it is the
first, basic thing they need in order to look for better future.

On December 27, 2015 at nine o’clock in the morning, the Savatorian Fathers from Talon,
together with Fr. Agustín Van Baelen from Rome, some brothers and members of Father Jordan Youth
started preparing themselves for the trip, loading a car with Christmas gifts that would be distributing
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later on among the families. By the time they reached the destination, they had to leave a car quite far
from the village due to the very poor road condition. So they were helping each other, finding the best
way to curry out the gifts they prepared. The distance was a little bit far but they did not mind the
exhaustion because their goal was to help those in need and make them expirance there are people who
really care for them. When the group arrived to the willage, they started visiting families one by one,
singing christmas songs, exchanging greetings and giving them christmas gifts. The people were so happy
to expirance the presence of Christ among them. The joy and happiness of the people there, the smile on
thair faces was the best reword for the organizers of the even. Touching the hearts of others even in a
simple way makes the heart of Jesus rejoicing since he told us: “…whatever you did for one of the least of
these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me”. (Mt. 25, 40).

CELEBRATING THE BIRTH OF THE SAVIOR

One choir. Six different ministries. Three nationalities. 50 people. This was the group of
individuals who decided to come together in order to make our Christmas celebration more vibrant and
meaningful for those attending the Midnight Mass at Fr. Francis Jordan Formation house, here in Talon,
Amadeo, Cavite. The choir met for practices every Saturday and Sunday for two consecutive months,
pulling off a 90 minute musical journey, reflecting on the birth of Jesus Christ, the Savior, with songs,
hymns, narrations and prayers said with those who attended the concert.
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With the theme ‘Emmanuel: Celebrating the Birth of the Savior,’ the group belted out medleys,
solos and duets, accompanied only by piano throughout the concert. Attendees were encouraged to
participate as much as possible in the songs and prayers. The concert began at 6.30pm and ended slightly
before 8.00pm for the beginning of the Eucharist. The choir also agreed to animate the Eucharistic
Celebration by serving as its choir.
The different ministries involved were the brothers from the formation house, Father Jordan Youth
(FJY) Talon and Maymanga, Father Jordan Children (FJC), the Joyful Choir of Barangay Talon and the El
Shaddai Catholic Charismatic Renewal Prayer Group of San Roque Chapel, Barangay Talon. Joining in
the celebration as attendees were the lay faithful from Barangays Talon and Maymanga.

CHRISTMAS PARTY FJY-TALON
“He did not use a silver box or paper green and red;
God laid His christmas gift to me,
Within a manger bed.” --- PRENTICE
On the 30th of December 2015 at four o’clock in the afternoon, the Father Jordan Youth had a first
ceremony which was the celebration of the Holy Eucharist; together with Fr. Hermann Preussner, SDS as
the main celebrant. After the Holy Mass they immediately transfered to “Bahay kubo” for the next
program. Some were preparing food for dinner, some were arranging things which were needed and some
were singing because they rented a videoke. All had tasks to do and helped each other and then when the
evening came, at seven o’clock, the simple but beautiful dinner together with Fr. Hermann Preussner,
SDS, began. A lot of food, softdrinks, and dessert were being served. Some brothers also went there to
join the essence of their christmas party. After dinner they had a game which called “Binggo” and
everybody was obligated to participate
because there were prizes to be received
by the winner. While having the game,
some were also singing and then just for a
few minutes Fr. Hubert Kranz, SDS and
Fr.

Adam

Janus,

SDS

came

and

everybody welcomed them. Fr. Adam
Janus, SDS was giving a message for
everybody and expressing himself by
saying thanks to them and after that they
had some food to eat. The Fathers did not
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take a long time in the party for the reason that it was already late in the evening and the weather was a
little bit cold and many things to be done. Then, the party was still going on, some were taking pictures
(selfie), and some were sleepy already. The most beautiful program that they had been waiting for was the
exchaning of gifts. They were so excited to see the gifts that they would be chosen and hurriedly opened
it. Everybody was happy even in a simple thing which would make them feel that they are loved and not
alone. And after that the party was done and they gone home with a merry Christmas.
Simple celebration is enough for everybody because God who is simple, wants everyone to be like
Him simple and if a person is simple, God will never leave him. Simple things can make everyone happy
in a simple way.
CELEBRATION OF VIETNAMESE “TET”

Lunar New Year Festival - the occasion that marks the beginning of a new year in the lunar
calendar, is also called "Tet" or "Tet Nguyen Dan" in Vietnamese. This is the most important festival in
Vietnam which usually takes place annually around late January or early February. Tet is a time of
meeting, especially for the gathering of family members. For this reason, wherever they may be, the
Vietnamese people always feel an immense nostalgia, wishing to come back to their homeland for a
family reunion and a taste of the particular flavors of the Vietnamese festivities. However, there are also
many Vietnamese who, with different reasons, have to celebrate this special Festival in many other
foreign countries around the world.
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On February 8, 2016 (January 1, 2016 in Lunar Calendar), the Salvarotian fathers and brothers in
Father’s Jordan Formation House together with the novices joyfully celebrated this Vietnamese Tet. With
a great concern and support from the superior, formators, the Vietnamese brothers prepared some
Vietnamese traditional foods especially Pho (noodle soup) and Chưng Cake. Chưng Cake is a unique dish
on Tet holiday in Vietnam which made from glutinous rice, mung beans, pork, and other ingredients. It is
wrapped in green leaves. Before starting the celebration, Fr. Adam Janus on behalf of the Salvatorian
Family gave thanks and best wishes to the Vietnamese Salvarotian brothers as well as their families in
Vietnam. After that, everybody in the community happily enjoyed the celebration. It was a great time not
only for the Vietnamese brothers but also the fathers and brothers form different countries. Because as a
part of the Salvarotian International Community, Vietnamese Tet is a great opportunity for all the
members of the Society to know and understand the Vietnamese culture. The celebration then ended with
the hope that Vietnamese Tet will be repeatedly celebrated in the years to come.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT SCHOOL DOES IT AGAIN!

This

time

with the presentation
of Pinocchio. The
English

Language

Development
School

for

new

aspirants

of

the

Society

of

the

Divine Savior put up
a play on the 18th of
February, 2016.
Organized by Rev. Fr. Artur Charnowszki, SDS and the teachers of the School, the students entertained
guests from Barangay Talon and Maymanga after the Thursday Eucharistic Celebration with the Barangay
folk.
After four years of putting on plays for the purpose of enhancing the confidence and speaking
abilities of students, the productions are getting better by the year. Actors for the play come from a
diverse background and are mostly new English speakers, either studying for one year to two years from
our Fr. Otto Hopfenmuller Formation House in Loyola Heights, Quezon City. Practices have been almost
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on a daily basis by the performers and their coaches for two straight months before the actual day.
The Society is grateful for this innovative way in which Fr. Artur has created for students to
express and practice their English language skills through acting, dance and song. Surely, the English
Language Development School has a set up a tradition that would be dearly missed if not continued

Indeed, the Society, as well as our collaborators and those to whom we minister await for the 2017
production!
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